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4. ABSTRACT 
A cylinder is impulsively started and stopped over a range of 
instantaneous velocities in order to investigate the unsteady wake 
development and repovery of the wake to its natural shedding_ state after 
\. ' 
cylinder motion has'siopped. The study was conducted via the hydrogen 
bubble flow visualization technique with cylinder motiori occurring in the 
freestream and the cross-flow d1rections. 
In the first phase of research wake dynamics are examined 
during cylinder motion. Wak~ development for the cross-flow case.a are 
marked by development of a vortex pair with one vortex becoming dominant 
(always appearing on the side of the cylinder facing the direction of 
motion). In the freestream direction, twin symmetric vortices are formed. 
Several modifications of the flow occur with successively larger cylinder 
ramp rates-: increased vorticity, reduction. in the formation length, ·and a 
decrease in the size of the forming vortices. Alterations in the wake are 
described in terms of the speed of the reverse flow behind the cylinder, 
distribution of the replenishing fluid to the entrainment region and the 
for·ming vortices, and· speed of the irrotational fluid past. the free shear 
layer of the formation region. 
The second phase of this study concentrates on wake recovery after 
cylinder motion ~as ceased. In the cross-flow studies conducted, all the 
case·s exhibited periodic damped oscillatory behavior in the measured 
length of each ~uccessive, vortex formed in the recov~ry process. In the 
~ 
freestream cases addressed, recovery length peaked or were maximized early 
in the recovery process, gradually returned to a steady-state length. 
This type of recovery appears to be directly related to alteration of the 
, .. ~·----· 
reverse flow behind the _cylirtder caused by coalescence of the shed vortex 
pair. 
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5. INTRODUCTION 
5.1 OBJECTIVE 
The mechanics of vortex formation behind impulsively started bluff 
bodi_es, or bluff bodies subjected to impulse flows, has b~en of interest 
to :researchers due to its pract~cal applications in such areas as 
hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, aeronautics, and architectural design. 
Experimentalists have attempted to evolve an undei;standing of the 
unste_ady, time-dependent wake structure both empirically and analytically 
in order to appreciate the interplay between the flow development and the 
subsequent forces acting on the body. The central focus of this study is 
to understand the u.ns·teady region behind a cylinder which is initially at 
rest in a freestream and subjected t:o both half-cycle artd full-cycle 
ramped· excitation at constant velocity in both the etreamwise .and cross-
stream directions. Hydrogen--bubble flow visualization allowed video 
recording the flow events for analysis, which included the wake 
development during cylinder excitation, a·s well as recovery of the wake to 
its natural shedding mode after the cylinder motion has ceased. All 
experiments were conducted at a Reynolds Number (Re=Du 00 /v). of 485, 
measured when the cylinder is at rest. 
2 
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5.2 EARLY STUDIES AND INVESTIGATIONS 
Starting flows or impulse flows around bluff bodies have attracted 
many researchers to try and understand this complex flow phenomenon. 
Circular cylinders, .in particular have attracted a great deal of 
attention. Studies have established major flow regimes associated with 
uniform impulse flows. At low Reynold~ numbers (-5) and up to a critical 
Reynolds number, which has yet to be determined, the wake structure 
consists of a symmetric vortex pair. At the critical Reynolds number, 
instabilities develop in th~ free shear layer causing asymmetry in the 
wake. At Reynolds numbers greater than the critical value, shedding of 
the vortices occurs, producing a vortex street. Studies have focused on 
each of these· flow regim~s and the mechanisms which bridge them together. 
In order to understand the complex nature of impulse flow, 
researchers have attained a macroscopic yiew of the flow evolution with 
flow visualization techniques. Numerous techniques have been ·used, suc.h 
as, generation of hydrogen bubble timelines, dye injection, particle 
tracking, and others.. Countanceau and Bouard ( 1977] investigated the wake 
development of an impulsively started cylinder initially at rest in a 
still ·fluid and realized flow visualization by seeding a mixture of 
vaseline oil and several water-glycerine mixtures with reflectiv~ 
(magnesium) or diffusing (~ilsan) particles. The study _presented a 
detailed analysis of wake evolution for Reynolds Numbers between 5 and 40, 
co.rresponding to the near wake structure where twin attached vortices 
adh~re to the cylinder. Evolu~ion in time of the closed wake length, the 
velocity distribution on the flow rear axis, the maximum velocity on the 
wake axis, and the geometric features of the closed wake were examined. 
Figure [9AJ iilustrates the geometric features examined. A later study by 
Bouard and Countanceau [1980], using the same visualization technique as 
mentioned above, examined the early stages of development of an 
impulsively-started cylinder for Reynolds numbers between 40 and 10,000. 
3 
Investigation was once again limited to the early stages of development 
where a stable symmetrical zone of reci~culation exists behind the 
cylinder. A detailed characterization of the flow patterns revealed 3 
unique flow regimes. Time evolution for 4.4<Re<60 reveals a typical zone 
o·f. circulation with twin att_ached wake vortices. For Re>60 and <500, a, 
bulg~ or kink appears in the free shear layer of the developing wake. · 
Still photographs revealed that the kink was caused by the presence of a 
I 
secondary eddy. The secondary eddy is formed due to increased 
circulation ca~sing the backflow to separate .from the cylinder. At 
Re>SOO, two secondary· eddies are formed which are equivalent in size and 
strength. A gr~phical description is show in Figure [ 9'A] and is referred 
to as phenomenon a. At Re>SOOO, the wake structure becomes even more 
complex as further points of separation occur and multiple ec:ldies are 
formed. Flow separation at these Reynolds are described as phenomenon~ 
as shown in Figure [7B]. 
Lian and Hu·ang [1988] utilized the hydrogen bubble flow 
visualization. technique to investigate the starting flow on several bluff 
bodies ~ith sharp edges. Circular disks and hollow spheres were employed 
as test mode 1 s. Lian and Huang concluded from their study that 
acceleration and Reyno·lds number have little influence on the development 
of the sta-rting vortex. However, this conclusion is· not supported by 
Bouard and Countanceau' s work indicating that geometrical 
consideration~, .i.e.,. an obje9.t. with a large· radius of curvature versus a 
sharp edged object, are. important ln the development of starting vortices. 
A comparison between the stead·y-state case and the unsteady case indicated 
th.at the size o.f a vo~tex formed in the wake and its associated 
recirculation rate are greater than that of the same wake when the flow is 
steady, thus the drag of a bluff body in start-up flow should be very 
large. A comparison of actual drag measurements for a. hollow hemisphere 
against calculated drag by the apparent mass method which is ba·sed on 
ideal flow theory ( and the technique generally used in estimating drag on 
4 
accelerating bodies according to Lian and Huang) shows that the drag force 
can be more than t_en ( 10) times that generated by the apparent mass 
method. It is concluded that this discrepancy is predominantly due to 
domination of the flow by the developing vortex and the associated 
increased backflow. 
Lee and Budwig· ( 1990] investigated the onset and development of 
vortex streets in unsteady flow behind cylinders. As most past 
investigations have concentrated on early stages of. development behind an 
impulsively started cylinder, the acceleration and deceleration effects on 
transition from a symmetrical wake to an asymmetrical wake are reviewed. 
A hot wire anemometer signal was used to detect ·the onset of wake 
instability. When the instability is detected; symmetry of the wake is 
disturbed and vortex shedding begins. The critical Reynolds numper, ~, 
where the instability is ·first detected was characterized by Monkewitz 
[1988] as a. global temporal instability~ 
The case of infinite or very large ( since ;infinite acceleration 
cannot be-physically obtained) acceleration closely matches the case of an 
impulsively started ¢ylinder~ Lee and Budwig concluded that the effects 
of flow acceleration a~e as follows: 1) Wake instabilities occurred at 
higher instantaneous Reynolds number·as acceleration is increased. This 
. is supported by the size of the attached vortices and the rate of 
re.circulation which would not be possible in steady flows; 2) for the 
cjse of infinite acceleration it can b~ inferred from Figure [lOA] that in 
the case of an impulsively started flow the wake will become unstable 
.instantaneously-. In the figure, dimensionless time, -r, is defined as 
actual time {t) divided by viscous diffusion time, D2/v, and dimensionless 
acceleration is def iQed as· a=aD3/v2 , and 3) the instantaneous Strauhal 
(St=fD/v where, f, is the limit cycle velocity calculated from the hot 
wi.re signal) will approach zero (0) for a given Reynolds number and very 
large, accelerations (See Figure 108) due in large to suppressed. shedding 
of vortices. 
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A practical application ~f 1ift and drag measurements from an 
impulsively started cylinder was made by Sarpkaya [ 1978]. Through use of 
the so-called "Impulsive Flow Analogy" c:ieveloped by Allen ~nd Perkins 
[1951], forces acting on an impulsively started cylinder can be directly 
correlated to forces· acting on slender bodies of reyolution at large 
angles of attack [ shown in Figure ( 9) ] • Data was taken for Reynolds 
numbers between 15, 350 and 34,900. Instantaneous velocit.i_..es were achieved 
in 0.05 seconds. I~ each of the cases studied, ~rag coefficients during 
the initial stage of development reach a maximum val:ue of. approximately 
1.6 and then return to a steady-state value of approximately 1.1 • The 
initial increase is accounted for by the g~owth of the twin vortex pair 
'which significantly reduces back pressure and gives rise to 40% greater 
drag coefficient. As the wake turn~ unstable and vortex shedding occurs, 
the pressure drag returns to its ste~dy-state value. Lift plots are· as 
expected, practically zero until vortex shedding commences. One 
observation is that lift forces appear at different times for ea·ch 
respective Reynolds number and show no coherent pattern. Apparently, the 
time when inherent in1;5tabilities driye the wake .from the symmetric to the 
asymmetric mode is not very structured. According to Sarpkaya, these data 
results help to confirm the tandem lift forces encountered on missile- in 
wind tunnel tests. 
Despite the simplicity of the geometry of an impulsively started 
cylinder, 
complex. 
the mathematics associated with modeling the. flow is very 
flow visualization studies and measured data, such as lift and 
drag forces, and ~ot wire .ane·mometry readings enable mat.hematicians to 
develop improved models of the dynam.ic flow structure. Theoretical 
results surrounding the unsteady flow around circular cylinders are 
limited to early development of the flow. Many the·oretical investigations. 
exist; however until only recently have flow visualization techniques 
been refined for application to impulsively started cylinders, leading to 
s~bstantial collaborative studies between theoretician~ and 
6 
• 
experimentali~ts. One such study is by Loe and Bouard [ 1985] , who analyzed 
the unsteady wake development behind a circular cylinder theoretica
lly by 
direct integration of the Navier-Stokes equations and compared 
their 
re·sults against f·low visualization results. Comparisons were made
 for 
Reynold" numbers of 3000 and 9 500 and t.ime increments of O. 4 to
 4. O 
seconds. Results of the numerical investigation bear close _Jesembla
nce to 
the experimentally derived resuits. These are the first result
s for 
Reynolds numbers greater than 2000 where numerically-devised m
odels 
compared closely with.experiment~l results. A later ·work by a S~i
th and 
Stansby [ 1988] simulated impulsive flow around a cylinder by Lagrangian 
vortex solution of the vorticity equation. Flows for. Reynolds numb
ers of 
550, 3000, and 9500 were investigated. Early stages of twin vorte
x 
development were analyzed at times between 1 and 4 seconds. Compa
risons 
were made against Lo.c and Bouard' s numerical model and Bouar
d and 
Countanceau' s experimental visualizations. Agreement seems to ex
ist 
between the two numerical resuits and the experimental re·sults. 
Previous investigations and studies as thos·e listed above provide a 
bac~ground information and act as a guide for futqre studies. The pu
rpose 
of this study is not to embellish on any .of the previous st
udies 
associated with early wake developr:nent of an impulsively st~rted cy
linder 
(which was previously at rest in a still fluid), but to examine conditions 
not previously investigated befo·re. These conditions include: 
1) An 
impulsively started cylinder which is previously at rest in a fluid m
oving 
with a freestream velocity of u 0 , 2) cylinder ramp motion in the cross-flow 
or cross-stream direction, and 3) recovery of the wake to steady state 
conditions after cylinder motion has ceased. Previous works are val
uable 
in that they allow comparison of flow development between an impul
sively 
started cylinder .in a still fluid and an impulsively started cylind
er in 
a moving fluid. Previous studies on impulsively stopped ·cylinders d
o not 
seem to exist. Important in understandi~g wake recovery is fundam
ental 
knowledge of the mechanics· of the formation region behind bluff bo
dies. 
7 
Gerrard [1966] provides a physical discussion of the mechanics of the 
formation region for the oscillating wa~es of bluff bodie~. The size of 
the formation region, the strength of the evolved vortices, and the 
shedding frequency are disc·ussed in detail. These discu-ssions in 
particular, help to ~xplain the experime_nta_l recovery results as described 
in the results section. 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
As illustrated in Figure 1, the experimental set-up consisted of a 
vertically mounted cylinder in a free-surface water channel, a hydrogen 
bubble generating system which made flow visualization possible, and an 
imaging system for recording the flow events. 
The major intent of these e~periments was to study the. flo.w dynamics 
of art impulsively started cylinder. In order to achieve this objective, 
a mechanism was needed which could model a pure RAMP function. Previous 
studies used pulleys and weights to achieve cylinder motion. In this 
studyt the cylinder was mounted to a linear transition table ~hich was 
driven by a computer controlled stepping motor. A layout of the computer 
controlled Foi;cing System is shown in Figure ["2J. ·This method has an 
adyant~ge over purely mechanical systems because the system is easy to 
operate and motions are easily repeated. 
6.2 COMPUTER CONTROLLED FORCING SYSTEM 
One goal in designing the forcing system was to provide accurate and 
repeatable movement of the cylinder. This was accomplished by 
implementing state of the art stepper motor technology (which will be 
distussed later) coupled with a precision traversing table. A Daedel 
Linear Transi~ion Stage was selected to; this application because it is 
capable of low fr·iction movement with no backlash and • 001 inches (. 025mm) 
maximum side travel. 
Another goal i·n design of the forcing system was to utilize a 
cylinder w~ich wa·s sufficiently rigid to preclude any deflection during 
the impulse loading. Several cylinder configurations were evaluated and 
a composite construction was chosen for the final design. The cylinder 
was made rigid by manufacturing it of two concentric cylinder which were 
9 
epoxied together, the.-inner cylinder was made of steel with a 0.25 inches 
( 6. 35nun) and the outer cylinder of plexiglass with inner and outer 
diameters of 0.25 inches (6.35mm) and a.so inches (12.7mm). The overall 
length of the cylinder was 1 7 inches ( 43. 18cm) • In order to prevent 
bubble generation at the tip of the cylinder where the steel inner shaft 
is exposed, the cylinder was insulated with flat black enam.el paint. 
Construction of the foi;cing system consisted primarily of suspending 
the transition table over the channel. Thi1;1 was accomp~ished by attaching 
the -bottom mounting surface of the traversing table to a cross member 
which re·sted on top of the channel. The set.;..up allowed for the table to. be 
rotated 90 degrees in order to ramp the cylinder in either the ·freestream. 
or cross-flow direction. The cylinder was affixed to the top mounting 
surface of the tr~versing table. This slide was driven· by a 0.5 pitch (2 
revolutions per indh~ leadscrew. A computer controlled stepping motor 
drove th~ leadscrew. Selection of the motor/transitio~ table system was 
based on achieving a maximum ramp velocity of 3.19 inches/sec (8.lcm/sec) 
in 0.008 se~onds. 
In order to select the appropriate motor, ·requtred static torque 
requirements were computed anc;i compared against motor catalog data. 
Torque calculations were computed using the following equ~tions: 
TTOTAL =T Friction +T Acceleration 
where, T Friction= F / 21I P e 
F=µW 
·S 
W=WTable+Weyl Drag_ 
and 
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( ~. 1. 1) 
(6.1.2) 
(6.1.3) 
( 6. 1.-4) 
(6.1.5) 
where, w=21IpV (.6. 1. 6) 
(6.1.7) 
Jlndscrew= (1ILQR4 ) / 2 (6.1.8) 
and {3 386 (Gravitational Constant) (6.1.9) 
By using the equations listed above an appropriate motor size was chosen. 
The stepping motor chosen was driven by a Zenith Z-241 
microcomputer. Elements of the control system included the 
microcomputer, a motor indexer, indexer adaptor, motor drive, and the 
motor, a Compumotor Model AX57.102. See Figure 2 for an qverview of the 
control sy_stem. Movements of the cylinder were accomplished by f_irst 
g.enerating a RAMP function in the compumotor command format by utilizing 
the "ALT" -Program developed by C. Magness of Lehigh. When the RAMP 
function is run, high· level commands are sent _from the host computer thru 
the indexer adaptor, step pulses are sent from the indexer to the motor 
drive, and motor currents are sent to the motor to achieve the desired 
motion. 'rhis -system. is desirable due to its flex~bLlity, accuracy, 
repeatability, and smooth operation. The smooth operation of compumotors 
is achieved thru microstepping technology which can achieve 25,000 
steps/revolution as compared to conventional full step motors which 
operate typically at 200 to 400 steps per revolution. In addition, 
microstepping systems can achieve high velocities and acceleration without 
resonance or position loss. 
The cylinder, which was driven by the computerized motion system was 
immersed in the fr.ee-surf ace water channel which w~s 36 inches ( 91. 44 cm) 
wide and 24.5 inches (62.23 cm) deep with a 10 foot {3.5 meter) long test 
section. The chanriel was constructed of plexiglass and supported by an 
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iro'n and aluminum framework. Figures 4 and S- illustrate a top view and 
plan view of the closed loop water channel. 
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6.3 HYDROGEN BUBBLE GENERATING SYSTEM 
At the heart of this study is the equipment which makes flow visualization 
possible - the hydrogen bubble generating system. 'rhe system produces 
hydrogen -bubbles by electrolyzing water in the channel. The hydrogen 
bubbles seed the flow and act as flow markers enabling ~tudy of the fluid 
dy.namics. system configuration is show in figure 3. 
In this experiment, platinum wire (.001 inch (0.025mm) in diameter) 
wa.s used as a cathode at which hydrogen bubbles were produced and 
liberated in pulse~. The anode was a carbon rod inserted in the channel 
downstream of the cathode. A customized DC ·power supply .capable 9f 
providlng 2.90 volts and appro-ximately 5 amps supplied the energy for the 
oxidation-reduction reaction to take place. This power supply allowed 
adjustment of both frequency and duration of the hydrogen bubble timelines 
produced. Sodium Sulfate dissolved in hot water was added as an 
electrolyte to enhance bubble generation~ According to Schraub (1965) 
about 0.15 g/liter of sodium sulfate is sufficient in most cases to 
produce go.ad quality bubbles. In ·these experiments, sodium sulfate 
concentration was determined empirically by adding electrolyte until high 
quality hydrogen bubble lines were achieved at the 20 to 30 ·volt range. 
It is worthy to note, that re~ersing the polarity at the DC power supply 
would produce oxygen bubbles on the. platinum wire. In some flow 
conditions this is desirable. However, twice as many hydrogen bubbles are 
produced and hydrogen bubble are smaller in siz~ which is why they are 
most commonly used. 
The final elem~nt of the Hydrogen Bubble Generating System is the 
rigid probe which is used to support the platinum wire ( c·athod·e) . Use· of 
the single hydrogen bubble probe will be discussed in detail later. Figure 
[ 6] shows the relative positioning of the probe, wire, and cylinder in the 
channel. 
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6.4 VIDEO IMAGING SYSTEM 
Study of the wake formation and wake recovery was made possible by 
recording the hydrogen bubble timelines with a Panasonic AG-1830 Super VHS 
Digital cassette Recorder. High resolution imagi}?g was achieved by: 
marrying a Panasonic WV-BD400 High .Resolution Camera with the Super VHS 
Format. The solid state b_lack-and-white _Panaso~ic Camera incorporates a 
768 (H) ,bY .. 493 (V) pixel image sensor which enables high quality recordings 
of the flow dynamics. Playback of the flow sequences were viewed on a 
Sony PVM-122 Monitor. The Super VHS Format produced more than ·400 lines 
of Video Horizontal Resolution and provided 60 frames of images per 
second. 
The most difficult asp~ct of the video recording system is trying to 
provide good lighting to the subject without producing shadows, grey 
areas, or washing out the image with too much light. Studio lights 
symmetrically placed on each side of the cylinder were employed. The 
lights were directed ~t approximately 60 degree~ down toward the·hydrogen 
generating wire. Great pains were taken to dissipate the heat produced 
fro·m the video lights in order to prevent damage to the clear Channel 
plexiglass thru· which flow visualization studies are conducted. Clea.r 
heat shields and cooling fans prevented any damage to the clear· channel 
walls. 
Good quality pictures were attained by adjusting and readjusting the 
positions of the lights and by tweaking the control parameters of the 
hydrogen bubble gen~ration system. 
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6.5 FLOW VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE 
Flow visualization of the time dependent unsteady flow field was 
achieved thru the use of the hydrogen bubble t~chnique. The technique 
produces timelines of hydrogen bubbles which enable a qualitative view of 
the complex flow structure. This technique allows the investigator to 
obtain both qualitative as well as quantitative information about the 
complicated flow structure· without having to r~sort to arduous· single 
probe instruments or fluid marker injection techniques which only provide 
qualitative information. 
In general, the method consists of employing a fine platinum wire, 
.001 inches (0.0254mm) in diameter, as a cathode and a c·arbon rod as an 
anode of a customized DC Circuit in the water channel. During an 
oxidation-reduction reaction, hydrogen bubbles are generated on th~ 
platinum wire and are then swept away by hydrodynamic forces. 
Customization of the DC circuit allows for adjustment of both frequency 
and duration of the DC pulses which produce the timelines of the hydrogen 
bubbles. These timelines of hydrogen bubbles seed the flow and allow 
visualization of the flow. Studio lights or •trobe lights are used to 
illuminate the bubbles .enabling video recordings of the images. 
Operating experience has brought to light several drawbacks of the 
hyd.rogen bubble method. First, since hydrogen is soluble in water the 
hydrogen tends to redissolve in the water. Therefore, viewing of the flow 
dynamics is limited to approximately a 3 second period. Secondly, uniform 
bubble lines are difficult to genei~te. Gen~ration of large bubbles or 
bubbles which cannot be swept from the wire tend to distort the imaging 
leaving streaks or voids in the timelines. Schraub et al (1965) compiles 
·a ·comprehensive list of primary sources of uncerta·inty during quantitative 
measurement. These include: Displacement uncertainty due to bubbles rising 
form the plane of study by conve·ctive ·or bu~yant forces; Response 
uncertainties arising becaus~ the bubbles do not react instantaneously .to 
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changes in velocity, largely due to bubble mass; Resblution uncertainty 
due to the inability to detect fluct~ations in the flow whose seal~ is 
smaller than the diameter of the bubble; and bubble rise rate uncertain:ty. 
These sources of uncertainty are explored in great detail by Schraub et al 
(l.965). 
,· 
6.5.2 USE OF THE SINGLE WIRE HYDROGEN BUBBLE PROBE 
A single wire rtgid probe was employed in this study to support the 
platinum wire during the hydrogen bubble generating process. The probe 
was constructed of hollow, round, and square brass tubing which was brazed 
together to form the finished probe. (See figure 3). Heat shrink tubing 
and liquid tape were used to insulate the probe and isolate the 
electrolyzing reaction to the •. 001 inch ( 0 •. 0254mm) diameter platinum wire 
which was soldered to the tips of the probe. Care was taken to make the. 
lateral supports of the probe sufficiently long in order that :the support 
arms (downstream.of the cylinder) did not interfere with the flow close to 
the cylinder. The method was to locate the horizontal probe wire j~st 
upstream of the cylinder in the cross-flow direction in order to 
investigate the desired plane of flow. A probe support was employed which 
_allowed for angular and X,Y, and z· positioning of the probe with ease. 
Finally, the probe was electrically connected to the DC circuit. 
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
7.1 OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
This study focuses on the wake development of an impulsively-started 
cylinder and wake recovery when the cylinder is suddenly stopped. 
Investigations were conducted by r.amping a cylinder in both the freestream 
and cross-stream direction. In the cross-stream (or cross-flow) direction 
the cylinder motion generated included both half-cycle as well as full-
cycle ramped excitation. A graphical presentation of the types of 
excitation. are shown in _Figure 7. Wake structures produced by half-cy~le 
ramped excitation were investigated in the freestream direction. Plots 
depicting various cylinder velocities for each case studied a~e shown in 
Figures 12, 26, and 40. These graphs were· generated by manipulating data 
from Compumotor stream functions ( these are the functions which co_ntrol 
motion of the stepping motor) and plotting the ·output as a function of 
time and displacement. The ramp prof ilea are pure in shape with 
instantaneous velocity, u~, being achieved in .008 seconds. For each of 
the three (3) case studies ( two in the cross-flow and one in the free-
stream direction), seven velocity profiles were investigated for each 
case. Simply described, the velocity profiles corrpspond to very slow to 
very fast speed of the cylinder. Amplitude of· excitation, ,, in the 
cross-flow direction and freestream directions was .5 inches (1.27cm) and 
.75 inches ·(1~9cm}, respectfully. These values.corr t e cylinder 
travel (2,) of 1.0 inch (2.54cm) for the cross-flow 1.5 inches 
(3.81cm) for the free-stream case. Each of the figures are characterized 
by a Reduced Displacement, Ac/D (where Dis the diameter of the cylinder) 
and a Reduced Velocity, ucyi/u00 • Cylinder Ramp speed, u">,i, can be found on 
the legends of any of the profile plots and the free-st~eam velocity, uaa., 
measured 1.5 in/sec (3.81 cm/sec) for all cases and corre~ponds to a 
Reynolds Number of 485. 
Generation of the time sequence photographe comprise a major portion 
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of the effort put forth in. this study. By stepping thru the Super VHS 
recordings of the flow visualiz·ation events, still pho.tographs were taken 
at time spots felt to be significant in describing the evolution of the 
flow. When all logic failed, picture·s were taken. periodically in order to 
maint~in a sr.nc;>oth development .of the flow featµres. In order to provide 
some logical connection between the half-cycle ·.and full-cycl.e ramp 
excitation series ~nd the corresponding freesteam and cro.ss-flow cases, 
absolute times associated with each photograph were reduced appropriately. 
In ·the simple qase of· the Half-Cycle Ramp, the ·actual times were divided 
by the cycle time, Tac:tua1/.Tcyc1o• For the repeating ramp case (full-cycle 
excitation), a relative time was derived, T~1=[Tac:wa.1-Tcrc12l/Tcrc12• By 
subtracting out the Half-Cycl time from the actual time and dividing by 
the half-cycle time, results from the full-cycle case are directly 
comparable to the half-cycle case. In essence the reduced times all 
correspond to the la·st half-cycle of ramp motion. This could be done for 
any case with multiple or connected ramp legs, i.e., two (2.) consecutive 
full-cycle ramps could be reduced by subtracting out the time of the first 
three (3) half-cycle and dividing the half-cycle time in order to obtain 
the relative reduced time. 
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7.2 OVERVIEW OF WAKE RECOVERY 
Wake recovery comprised the other major focus of this study. As 
mentioned earlier in the introduction, no other authors have .addressed 
wake recovery of an impulsively stopped cylinder. Since this appears to 
be a virgin topic, it was necessary to devalop a method which could 
describe recovery of ~he wake back to the steady-state conditions ~hich 
existed_prior to movement of th~ cylinder. ~his method was made possible 
by realizing that in the steady-state, where alternate shedding of 
vortices occur, that the developinO vortex is drawn across the central 
wake axis at approximately the same place every time. Based on this 
fundamental knowledge, tlvortex recovery length" was defined. 
provides an_ illustration depicting Vortex Recovery Length. 
Figure 8 
Recovery 
length is def iried. as the length from the rear of the cylinder to a 
location where the forming vortex crosses the wake axis of the cylinder. 
Fi.gures 24,. 25, 39, and 53 conta.in a summation of the reduced recovery 
lengths, LRF£/D, versus reduced recovery times. Reduced recovery times 
were normalized by subtracting the cycle time, Tcyclc' ft-om the actual time, 
T, and dividing by T/ which is equal to 1/f/, wh~re f/ is the natural 
sheddir1;g frequency of a stationary cylinder immersed in a steady free-
steam flow with a Reynolds Number of 485. T0* equals 1. 64 seconds. One 
speci~l case was conducted for the case of a cylinder ramped in ~he cross-
f low direction, where the reduced cycl~ time was ·chosen to be, T/Tcyclc' in 
order to view recov~ry as a function of cycle time. 
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7.3 EARLY WAKE DEVELOPMENT FOR A CYLINDER SUBJECTED TO HALF-
CYCLE RAMPED EXCITATION IN THE CROSS-FLOW DIRECTION 
Early wake development consists of evaluating the flow dynamics for 
time, t;=o.o, when the cylinder is at rest to time, t;=1.oo, when the 
cylinder is impulsively stopped. Analysis of the time sequence 
photographs [Figures 13 thru 19] reveal that 3 classes of early vortex 
formation exist and are described as follows: 
0 < (Ucy1/Ua.)CRl < 0.61, 
0.41 < u~/u~ < 0.81, 
( ucyif ua.) cR2 > 0. 61, 
. Pre-vortex development 
Development of incipient vortex pair 
Development of attached. vortex pair 
The time sequence for the pre-vortex development case is shown in ·Figure 
13 and corr~sponds to the slowest cylinder speed of u~/ua.=0.41. At this 
speed, clearly no vortex development oc.curs, however at .t/=O~ SO, buckling 
in the boundaries of the formation region occurs, indicating the presence 
of an instability. As the ctlinder continues along its trajectory, the 
velocity gradient between the freestream and the circulation zone behind 
the cylinder is not sufficiently strong to support development of a vortex 
p~ir. Actually, the-flow seems to be stabilized by the motion of the 
cylinder as normal vortex ~hedding ceases during cylinder motion. When 
the cylinder comes to rest at t;=l.00 the kinks in ~he walls disappear 
accompanied by a lengtheriing_ of the formation region. 
As the cylinder speed increases to ucyifu 00 =0. 61, a dramatic change 
occurs in the wake as an incipient vortex pair is formed [ Figure 14]. At 
the reduced time of 0.77, the leading vortex (right vortex) appears to 
dominate in size and strength over the trailing vortex ( left vortex) . 
When cylinder motion ~eases, t;=l.00, the trailing vortex is seen being 
stretched and beginning to break-up. At time, t/=1. 2S, the trailing 
vortex is almost fully diffused into the flow. The critical speed 
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(ucyi/U09 )·CRu which marks the transition from pre-vortex development to 
development of the incipient vortex pair was not determined in this study, 
but it is understood that it exists between the reduced velocities of 0.41 
and 0.61. 
More dramatic than the development of the incipient vortex pair is 
full development of an attached vortex pair at ucyif u 09 =Q •. a1. For this speed 
and each higher speed up to ucyi/u 09 =l. ~3, the vortex pair is clearly visible 
at t;=l.00 {See Figures 15 thru 19). Several modifications of the flow 
occur at su~cessively higher speeds which must be noted. The length of 
the formation region clearly gets shorter as. the speed of the cylinder 
increases. A comparison between Figure 13 (ucyi/u 09 =Q. 41), Figure l4 
(u~/u 09 =Q.6l), and Figure 15 (u~/u 09 =Q.8l) for a reduced time of 
approximately O. 50 illustrated the length reduction which occurs. Another 
modification of significance is that the right or leadihg vortex appears 
to grow i~ both streng.th and· size more rapidly than the trailing vortex. 
This suggests -0ne of two possibilities: l·) Either the backflow becomes 
"directional" providing more fluid for vortex development to the. leading 
v·ortex and less to the trailing vortex, or 2) that the speeci of 
irrotational fluid outside the formation region .is moving faster past the 
leading vortex than the trailing vortex. This phenomenon appears for all 
cases examined ( reduced .speed between O. 61 to 1. 63) . Dominanc;:e in the 
leading vortex is marked by.the intensity of the hydrogen bubbles in the 
forming vortex and also by the size and shape of the vortex. A critical 
value of reduced velocity, ( ucy1/uOlt) cR2, remains undetermined and designates 
the point of t~ansition to full vortex pair development .. 
Another geometric feature in the early wake development worthy of 
note is the angle of inclination ot the attached forming vortices. At 
u~/u09 ~0.41 at a reduced time of 1.00, the formation region is inclined at 
approximately -20° from the vertical wake axis. At higher speeds the wake 
becomes more inclined to the flow,. i.e., at ucy1/u 09 =l.OO the angle of 
inclination is -63° at a reduced time of 1.00 an4 -81° for u~/u09 =1~63 with 
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the trailing vortex nearly following the p~th of the cylinder motion. The 
geometric changes in the flow play a significant role in explaining th$ 
recovery of the flow which will be ~xplained in the next section. 
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7.3.1 WAKE RECOVERY (CASE OF SIMPLE RAMP IN CROSS-FLOW) 
Wake recovery to the steady-state condition after cylinder motion 
has halted comprises the heart of this study. Three tools are provided to 
facilitate discussion of recovery: time sequence photographs; vortex 
trajectory plots; and plots of reduced vortex recovery length vers~s 
reduced-time. 
V.ortex recovery is initiated after cylinder motion has stopped, the 
attached vortices developed during cylinder motion are shed, and alternate 
shedding of vortices commences. Full recovery arises when shedding as 
detected in the steady-state case exists.. Time sequ~nce photographs 
provide a frame-by-frame depiction of recovery. Figure 16 for example, 
illustrates mqvement of the attached vortices from the left of the 
cylindei· to the right after cylinder motion has stopped for reduced times 
of 1. 00 to 3. 03. At time· 3. 0·3, the first measurable data point in 
recovery occurs. This point is designated as "Rl" for recovery· point 
number 1. ·successive recovery points are designated as R2, R3, R4, etc .. 
One observation for each of the cylinder speeds examined is that the first 
recovering vqrtex (fo~ a cylinder moving from left to right.) always occurs 
on the right side of the cylinder. Here, once again, directionality of 
the backflow seems to play a critical role. Viewing Figure 16~ at times 
of 1.52, 2.08, and 2.62~ clearly show fhe path of the backflow toward the 
right half of the cy~inder. -It only seems natural that a vortex should 
develop on the ri_ght side of the c.ylinder .first. Figure 24 provides an 
analysis which compares length of recovering vortices with respect to 
time. Three major conclusions can be drawn from this graph: 1) Early 
recovery exhibits first a stretching of the formation length (for a ~peed 
of 0.41) with the reduced forming (LRED/D) length gradually decreasing to 
a steady-stat~ condition of approximately one ( 1. O) • Increased ramp rates 
( 0. 61 to 1. 63) exhibit an early shrinking of the recovery length 
~ccompanied by a gradual growth. towards the steady-state· length. A 
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comparison of Figure 13 at time Rl=l. 31 and Figure 14 at time Rl 
illustrates· this point; 2) For all cases, recovery exhibits damped 
oscillatory behavior. In order to explain this behavior a discussidn on 
the development of vortex in the forming region seems in order. The size 
and length of. the f orm.ing vortex is determined by the· speed of the 
freestream flow and the distribution of the replenishing fluid or reverse 
flow into the formation region. The fluid may have 3 different paths: to 
the forming vortex, to the vortex ·which is being shed, .or into the 
entrainment region. If less fluid is consumed by the developing vortices, 
the formation length increases and vice-versa. Recovery in this case is 
not dependent on freestream conditions since the freestream velocity is 
cons.tant, but depends sole~y on the rate of backflow and how the backflow 
is distributed. Exai:nination of Figure 24 indicates that the reverse flow 
behind the cylinder surges and relaxes periodically as the flow returns to 
steady-state conditions. This unstable recovery is first initiated by the 
increased reverse flow produced when the attached vortices are shed; and 
finally 3) the number of shed vortices increases for increased cylinder 
speed before stE!ady-state conditions are achieved. Increased time of 
instability seems related to several factors some of which have been 
explained and some which will be explained later, such as, increased 
.reverse flow behind the cylinder, longer attachment times for the trailing 
vortex, and increased disruption of flow·b~ the shed vortices. Increased 
-recovery time does not seem apparent for the high speed case of reduced 
ti.me 1. 63, however i_nsuff icient time was allotted in taping the flow 
development and it is clear from the oscillatory nature of the recovery 
that the flow had not stabilized and would have taken longer to recciver 
·than the case of reduced time= 1.41. In Figure 25 recovery time was 
normalized by using cycle time in attempt to determine if any other hidden 
features of the flow could be uncovered. As expected, the number of cycles 
in recover.y decreases for the long cycle time cases ( slow cy~inder spe·ed") 
and increases for th~ short cycle time cases (high cylinder speed). 
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Although primary conclusions have been drawn on recovery, it is 
interesting to note some of the flow modifications which occu~ in the flow 
during recovery. A set of plots are p~ovided displaying vortex 
trajectories for the shed vortices for four (4) special cases. For the 
slow cylinder speed of 0.41, no vortices are formed and .subsequently no 
.plot of vortex trajectories was prqvideq. Speed O. 61 (Figure 20), 
exhibits the strength of the forming vortices. The primary tr:ailing 
vortex lacks strength, is stretched, diffuses into the surrounding f:J_uid, 
and a seconc;iary vortex is formed. The formed vortices tr~vel close to 
freestream speeds as shown by the spacing of the time coordinates in .both 
early and late points along the trajectory path. The second~ry vortex 
also lacks strength not being ~ble to maintain its original trajectory and 
is quickly dominated by the f reestream f l9w. Figure 14 displays 
development of the p~imary vortex ( time 1. 00) , development of the 
secondary trailing vortex (time 1.25) and sweeping of the formed eddies 
downstream. Recovery points R2, R3, R4, and .RS convey the concept of 
vortex .recovery as the forming length gradually increases. One other 
interesting point associated with this plot is the crossing of the two 
trajectorie~. 
The same crossing occurs except less pronounced for the cylinder 
speed of 0.81 (Figure 21). At this speed the trailing vortex exhibits a 
time delay points along it trajectory (marked by the close grouping of 
time coordina~es) as interactions begin to occur between the two attached 
vortices. In Figure 15, time sequence photos show the trailing vortex 
collides with the dominant leading vortex. An increase in stren~th of 
both the trailing and leading vortex pair and the close proximity to the 
cylinder help to explain the shortened recovery length of "Rl" as the 
avai~able entraining fluid is consumed by both growing vortices. The 
trajectory plot shows how both vortices freely exit the near wake r~gion 
and move downstream inclined to the Vertical wake axis. 
For the increased cylinder speed of ucyi/uaa=l. 00, further interactions 
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occur between the trailing and leading vortex. When ·the two vortices 
collide, the trai,ling vortex exhibits less distortion as previously and is 
subjected to two time delay points confirmed once again by the close 
grouping of till)e coordinates in Figure 22. The first time delay is due to 
the collision of the trailing vortex into the leading vortex and the 
second time delay is· due to the long attachment time as the stronger 
leadi'ng vortex refuses to separated from the cylinder. At time 2.62 in 
Figure 16, the attached state is revealed. Since the separated leading 
vortex is moying dbwnstream all by itself for a brief .period, less 
influence is imposed on the first vortex of recovery. Consequently, an 
increase in recovery length is first seen. Also, the trailing vortex no 
longer holds ~he hand of the leading vortex and pursues a trajectory path 
directly behind the cylinder. 
Figures 23 and 24 for cylinder speeds of u">'.fu 00 =l. 21 and 1. 41 
respectively exhibit further interactions between the developing vortex 
~air where by the trailing vortex begins to heavily influence the 
trajectory of the shed leadlng vortex. Recovery of the first vortex, Rl, 
stays at a reduced length of approximately O. 5 as the evolved pair quickly 
exit the near wake r~g_ion con·suming less of the entraining fluid. The 
trajectory of the leading vortex matches that of the time delayed trailing 
vortex with the trailing vortex now drawn towards the leading vortex. 
Figure 23 shows how the separated pair move nearly hand-in-hand 
downstream. The path of the trajectories also no longer cross or trail 
e.ach other. The pa?,.r remain coupled to one another as they move 
downst:ream together but along separate trajectories. 
Figure 19 illustrates flow development for the highest cylinder ramp 
rate of u">'.fuca=l. 63. A comparison between each of the recovery points 
clearly illustrated the strength and length variations which lead to the 
damped oscillatory recovery of the wake for the simple ramp in the cross-
flow direction. 
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7. 4 OVERVIEW OF EARLY WAKE DEVELOPMENT FOR A CYLINDER 
SUBJECTED TO FULL-CYCLE RAMPED EXCITATION 
Part 2 of this study pertains to wake development and recovery for 
a cylinder undergoing full-cycle ramped excitation in the cross-flow 
direction. The ramp velocities chosen for the. full-cycle case are 
identical to the half-cycle. case. This study is simply an extension of 
the simple ramp ca~e as the cylinder undergoes simple ramp excitation on 
the fir~t leg of motion and then returns along its original path in or to 
experience repeating ramp motion. Figure 26 provides the ramp profiles 
selected for this research. 
No time will be dedicated to the first leg of the full-cycle ramp 
since this was covered in the previous sections of. the simple ramp case. 
The focus will be on the return leg of the cylinder motion. The flow 
evolution on the return leg is increasing complex with the wake dynamics 
being influenced by activity generated dur.ing the firs.t half of the 
repeating ramp profile. Time sequence photogr~phs are included for 
reduced cylinder ramp rates (ucyi/u 00 )· of 0.41, 0.61, 0.81, 1 .. 00., 1.21, 1.41; 
and 1. 63· and are shown in Figure.a 27 thru 33. A relative time was 
established so that the start of the final leg of motion would be 
designate~ as TREI..=O.O .and at its completion TREL=l.00. 
As in the slmple ramp case, several flow regimes are evident for the 
return leg of the repeating ramp case. 
follows: 
These are described below as 
0.41 
0.6~, 0.81, 1.00 
1.21, ~.41, 1.63 
Description 
Quasi-steady flow 
At~ached vortex pair shedr 
development.of trailing vortex 
Right vortex shed, left vortex 
remains attached, development of 
trailing. vortex 
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The a.low speed -ease, ucyi/uaa=O. 41 appears quasi-steady in nature as 
norm~l vortex shedding- occurs as the cylinder progresses back to its 
original starting position and stops at tREL=l.00. Figure 27 illustrates 
~lternate development of growing eddies at tREL=0.16, a.so, and 1.00. 
Higher cylindei:: speeds of ucyi/uaa=0.61, 0.81, and 1.00 produce a 
common flow response: attached vortices are shed on the return leg of the 
cylinder motion with the left vortex being severely stretched and the 
formation of a trailing vortex taking place. Figures 28, 29· and 30 
demonstrate this response for relative times between 0.0 and 1.00. The 
reduced time of 1. 00, clearly illustrates a shortening of· the trailing 
vortex as cylinder speed increases. The final respons~ phase is for the 
high ram:p rates associated with cylinder speeds (ucy1/uca) of 1.21, 1 •. 41, and 
1. 61. At these speeds the a~tached vortex pair developed in the ·fir.st 
half-cycle are separ~ted on the return stroke. The right VOI'.tex is shed, 
while the left vortex remains attached to the cylinder~ A trailing vortex 
continues to develop on- the backstroke. One pronounced feature of the 
shed vortex is. the development of secondary attached vortices to the 
primary shed vortex. As the cylinder moves away from the shed vortex at 
increasing speed, a velocity gradient is developed between the freestream 
and. the shed vortex precipitating the development of_ a secondary vortex·. 
In Figures 31, 32, and 3.3 at a relative time of (~. 00 the dual vortex 
I 
structure is clearly shown. 
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7.4.1 WAKE RECOVERY (FULL-CYCLE RAMP IN CROSS-FLOW DIRECTION) 
Wake recovery for the full-cycle ramped cylinder exhibits increased 
complexity due to the unsteady initial condition which exist at the-start 
of the return :leg of 'ramp- motion. The wake dynamics which lead to full 
recovery are analyzed from time tREL=l.00 to the time when steady-state 
conditions are achieved. In this investigation three unique modes of 
recovery are revealed: quasi--steady recovery, "modal recovery" marked by 
mode competition between twin symmetric vortices and asymmetrical 
shedding, and "standard recovery" characterized by contraction and gradual 
growth of the formation length for each alternate formed vortex until a 
steady-state length is obtained. Figure 38 provide$ plots of reduced 
reccivery length versus reduced cycle time for each of the cases studied. 
In general these plots exhibit less dramatic .oscillatory behavior than the 
previously studied simple ramp cycle. The th~ee modes of recovery 
described above are contained within the seven plots of Figure 38. The 
quasi-steady case occurs fo~ ucy1/uQD=O. 41 and exhibits a nearly flat 
recovery curve with a slight time delay between the first vo.rtex and 
second vortex of recovery. The next three cases with reduced cylinder 
speeds (ucy1/uca) of 0.61, 0.81, and 1.00, portray unusually erratic behavior 
during the recovery prbcess. These 3 cases comprise bhe modal recovery 
cas.es denoted by the presence of twin attached vortices during the 
recovery process. The last three plots described as "standard recovery" 
types are for increased reduced cylinder spe·eds (ucyi/uaa> o_f 1.21, 1.41, and 
1.63 and appear similar to the plots for the .simple ramp case (Figure 24) 
as the length of the formation region (at the start of recovery) gradually 
grows and finally reaches the steady-state length. The reduced recov~ry 
length plots for these 3 cases appear more linear in nature than the 
p~eviously examined· simple rall)p case; however low amplitude damped 
oscillatory behavior still appears pre.sent. Another pronounced 
cha·racteristic of these curves is· a gradual increase in the time of 
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initial wake recovery. Increased attachment times of the trailing vortex 
after cylinder motion has ceased explains the delay in initial recovery 
response. One final observation regards total time of recovery. A direct 
relationship seems to exist· between cylinder velocity and time of. recovery 
to the steady-state condition for the cases examined, with total time 
increasing· except for the last case of u">'i/ua-=l.63. Intuitively, a limit 
in total recovery time must exist and it appears that this last case 
approaches that limit. 
The above description was able to simplistically divide wake 
recovery into three unique categoJ;"ies. However, several unique flow 
alterations occur for each succe~sive increase in cylinder speed and it is 
interesting to note what these modifications are. Time sequence 
photographs and trajectory plots with self-explanatory insets (showing 
important flow features) have been provided in order to facilitate 
discu·ssion of the developing: flow structure. Discussion will focus on the 
3 flow regimes previously described. 
The .quasi-steady case is shown in Figure 27. Cylinder motion ceases 
at tREL =1. 00 with the formation region inclined to the flow. This unstable. 
c;:ondition is quickly corrected and recovery is initiated at tREL=2.4. It 
might appear that time tREL=l.14 designates the first recovery point, 
however, the forming vortex never cros~es the wake axis and is disregarded 
as a recovery _point. The vortex formation lengths at times Rl, R2, R3, 
and R4 are nearly identical in length, indicating that a steady-state 
condition exists. The vo~tex trajectory plot for this case, Figtire 34, 
illustrates the distance between the vortex core and the stationary 
cylinder. th~ inset on the plot displays the two shed vortices and the 
trailing vortex formed on the return leg of cylinder motion. 
Recovery.for the next 3 cases fu~/u 09 =l.21, 1.41, and 1.63) exhibits 
mode c.ompetition as both symmetric and asymmetric conditions appear in the 
wake during the recovery process. This type of behayior is isolated to 
the full-cycle ramp study. Figure 28 illustrates the first case 
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associated with modal recovery, with a reduced velocity of .1.21. 
Examination of the time photographs reveals growth of a trailing vortex 
behind the cylinder at time tRa=l.00. Times of 1.23, 1.49, and 1.69 
illustrate growth of the left vortex, appearance of the symmetric~! 
formation region, and domination of the near wake by the newly formed 
vortex on the left. The symmetric mode does not appear to be related to 
a longer attachment time of the trailing vortex during growth of the left 
vortex, since the trailing vortex appears weak in comparison to the 
developing -vortex. Two possibilities leading to the formation of the 
symmet.ric circulation zone have been hypothesizec;i: 1) A sudden reduction 
in backflow allowing the stable twin attached vortices to exist; or, 2) 
growth of the forming vortex on the left grows so rapidly that it joins 
the lethargic trailing vortex to create a pseudo-symmetric vortex pair. 
Since the s·ymmetric state is not isolated to a single point in time, the 
former reason seems a plausible explanation. At the n~xt higher cylinder 
speed investigated, ucyi/ua.=O. 81, the same modal behavior exists. At 
relative times, tREL, of 2-.27 and 2.78, which both happen to be recovery 
points, wake symmetry is clearly apparent. This case is truly unique since 
the first vortex ·in recovery-is not actually shed while the second vortex 
of recovery, R2, is crossing the symmetricai wake axis. As time elapses 
normal shedding occurs at recovery points R3. thru R7. Figure 38, the 
reduced recovery length plots, illustrates for this case the decreased 
rate of. shedding after the symmetric formation occurs and the subsequent 
recovery to a normal shedding mode designated by the uniform spacing 
:between the distance/time coordinates for the recovery points. Figure 35, 
the trajectory plot for this case shows the modification in the trailing 
vortex trajectory over the ucyifua.=O. 41 case with the path of the vortex 
moving significantly closer to the cylinder accompanied by increased 
trajectory velocity which can be determined by the exp~nded spacing of the 
distance/time .points. At the increased speed of 0.81, the trajectory of 
the trailing vortex now moves across the vertical wake axis, a result due 
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to the increased velocity of the trailing vortex. 
The final case exhibitin~ modal behavior occurs for ~~/uQD=l.00 
(Figure 30). Relative times of 1.25, 1.50, and 1.88 show symmetry in the 
near wake, however the twin vortex pair is slightly inclined to the flow. 
A possible explanation for ·this alteration is that with successively 
higher ramp rates, the shed vortices continually grow larger in s.ize and 
rate of circulation bearing added influence on the shape of the formation 
regio:n. In previous cases studied, the left vortex which is shed when 
the cylinder changed direction underwent stretching and was: fully diffused 
into the surrounding fluid. At these higher speeds the shed left vortex 
retains its identity as seen at tREL=l.25 and continues to grow at 
tRFJ.. =1. 50, 1. 8~, and 2·. 28. As these vortices are shed the length of the 
forming vortices gi;ows rapidly, ipitially exceeding the expected steady-
(:Jtate l.ength of L'REc/D of app~oximately 1. 00 (Figure 38) and gradually 
shortening to the expected full recovery length. 
The last three cases examined are .for the highest. cylinder ramp rate 
of u:cyi/uQD=l.21, 1.41, and 1.63. Figure 38 (reduced recovery length vs. 
reduced recovery time) illustrates·the near linear recovery curves as the 
recovering wake experiences increase~ reversed flow causing a shortening 
of the formation length accompanied by gradual growth of the fo·rming 
length until a steady-state condition is achieved. Oscillatory behavior 
discussed earlier in the simple ramp case is also mildly detected here. 
Figure 31, time s~quence photographs for ucyifuQD=l.21, ·helps to 
explain a new feature of wake recovery which i·s specifically isolated to 
these l.ast 3 high spe·ed ·cases. Close· examination of tl)e photographs, at 
relative timea of 0.36, 0.48, 0.82, and 1.00 (the return stroke of the 
cylinder) show how the left vortex is not shed on ·the return leg of the 
ramp profile, but rema·ins attached, being shed with the newly· developed 
:trailing vortex after cylinder motion stops. Figure 36 provides a plot of 
the shed vortex trajectories. The left vortex data points were connected 
to clearly illustrate how the trajectory changes as the cylinder moves 
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from right to left before coming to a complete halt. The plot indicates 
how the attached vortex is stretched a·nd finally convected ~ownstream 
along with t.he newly forme.d right vortex. The inset provided depicts the 
single shed vort~x as the cylinder changes di~ection versus the dual shed 
pair distussed in the previous 3 cases. Returning to Figure 31, the flow 
conti~ues to evolve as cylinder motion stops and the attached vortices are 
shed as shown at tREL =1. 59, 1. 97, 2. 36, 3. 24, arid 3. 70. During this 
shedding process, the first point in recovery is established at time 2. 36. 
The second recovery point, R2, clearly shows a lengthening of the 
formation length. At this time, remnants of earlier shedding during 
cylinder motion are convected downstream providing little .influenc.e to the 
near wake development during reco.very. Lengthening of each successively 
formed vortex continues for recovery points R3 to R9 until a steady-state 
condition is realized. 
The next higher speed cases, ucr.lua-=1. 41 and 1. 63 exhibit th.e sam~ 
behavior as the previous case studied: th~ left vortex developed on the 
first leg of ramp motion remains attached for the second half of the 
repeating ramp cycle. Only one major modification seems to occur as the 
strength of the shed vortices at the end· of the full ramp cycle increases 
and their shape becomes very pronounced resembling hollow cor.e donuts. 
Figure .32 shows the unique shape and movement of the. vortices downstream 
for the case of ucyi/u°"=l.41. at times, tREI:.=2.14, 2.93, 3.64 and also shows 
·the first recovery point ~t Rl=4.00. Figure 33 for u~/u°"=l.63 shows the 
same. development for times, tREL=2.20 to 6.68. A recovery point would 
appear to exist at tm=4.92, however the forming vortex does not cross the 
wake axis and by definition could not be included as a recovery point. 
Final recovery fo~ the two cases discussed above is similar to the other 
high speed cases examined. A trajectory plot, Figure 37, was included in 
order·to illustrate the relative positions of the two shed vortices at the 
end of-the full ramp cycie and to show ~ow the path of departure from the 
cylinder is less inclined the central wake axis as the previously plotted, 
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ucyi/u00 =1.2l case. 
One final note on the recovery process cdncerns the first vortex of 
recovery. In the series of photo·graphs examined, the ·first vortex to form 
after cy.linder motion ceased always occurs on the left side of the 
cylinder and is a universal property for the cases examined. Universal in 
the respect that r~covery always begins on th~ side of the cylinder facing 
the dire~tion of movement directly p~io~ to the cylinder motion s~opping. 
Although 2 cases do not show the first recovery point, "Rl", on the left 
side of the cylin~er (cases u~/u00 =0.41 and 1~63), a forming vortex does 
appear first on. the left side, however:, as explained earlier, these 
vortices could not be inc1uded as measurable recovery points .since the 
forming vortex did not cross the central wake axis. 
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7.5 EARLY WAKE DEVELOPMENT FOR CYLINDER SUBJECTED TO HALF-
CYCLE RAMPED EXCITATION IN THE FREE-STREAM DIRECTION 
Part 3 of this study confronts early wake development and recovery 
. 
for a cylinder acting impulsively in the freestream direction. As apposed 
to the cross-flow cases, this study approaches what.has be~~ traditionally 
studied for impulsively start~d cylinders - motion in the freestream 
direction. One striking difference between this ~tudy and others is that 
previous flow visualization studies forced cylinder movement thru a still 
fluid, while this study subjects the cylinder to a fluid traveling with a 
free-stream veiocity of 1.5 in/sec (.3.81 cm/sec) prior to cylinder 
excitation. Early wake development in this study was examined for seven 
different cylinder ramp rates as shown in.Figure 39. The profiles shown, 
from the slowest ramp rate to the fastest, correspond to instantaneous 
Reynolds numbers of 778, 929, 1075, 1217, 1365, 1513, and 1665. 
The definition of early wake development consists of the time when 
the cylinder starts moving, t 0 , to the time when cylinder motion ceases, 
tR*=l. 00. Early wake development is best analyzed with the near view time 
sequence photographs, Figures 40 thru 45 (Note: Near view photographs were 
not included for instantaneous Re=1665 case). As expected from the 
literature review, the photographs .reveal the development of a twin 
attached vortex pair. Common to each Figure is the gradual lengthening of 
the formation length from time t;=0.50 to 0.75 and relatively no change 
in length from 0.75 to 1.00. Comparison of the photographs at t;=0.75 for 
Figures 40 thru 45, reveals a decrease in the length of the formation 
region for each successively ·higher ramp rates. At the extreme speeds of 
u~/u~=l.~1 a transition occurs as the trailing vortices become turbulent 
indicated by the wavy nature of the bubble lines. Also, an unusual 
pattern develops where the rotating vortex meets the backflow into the 
formation region and the vortex appears to buckle. This most likely 
occurs because the relative speed of the backflow is slow compared to the 
speed of the vortices at the junction point where the two flow structures 
intersect causing a small zone of recirculatlon at the tqp of the rotating 
vortex pair. 
One expect;:·ed condition expected, but not present in Figures 41 thru 
43 was the presence of s.ecqndary eddies near the separation points on the 
cylinder for I.nstantaneous RE=778 thru 1217. According to Bouard and 
Countanceau (1980), secondary eddies are present for RE>500. Secondary 
eddies are visible on Figures 44 and 45 correspo~ding to instantaneous 
_Reynolds numbers of 1365 and 1513, but are not present for instantaneous 
Reynolds numbers of 778 thru 1217. Two explanations exist for this 
discrepancy: l) Subjecting the cylinder to the initial freestream 
v~locity, u0 , prior to cylinder excitation has a stabilizing effect on the 
developing vortex pair by delaying the mechanism which produces the 
secondary eddies until higher Reynolds numbers are reach.ad, and 2) ·the 
flow visualization technique is not sensitive enough to detect the eddies, 
however, this does not seem pl·ausible since the secqndary vortices are 
visible for higher ramp. rate case. 
.. 
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7.5.1 WAKE RECOVERY (SIMPLE RAMP CASE IN FREE-STREAM 
DIRECTION 
Wake recovery for the seven ramp rates examined contain four common 
elements: shedding of the symmetric vortex pair, coalescence of the pair, 
convection of the coalescing process remains downstream, and recovery of 
the wake. What is not common is how these vortices are shed, how they 
coalesce, how the remnants of the coalescing process effect recovery, and 
finally recovery in general. 
First, the shedding process will be examined. Three types of 
shedding were discovered and are characterized as follows: 
ReTR < Re, 
and Re > ReTR, 
Development of non-symmetric vortex pair at the 
end of ramp cycle 
Possible development of both asymmetric and 
symmetric vortex pair 
Development of symmetric vortex pair 
ReTR. designates a transitional Reynolds n1~mber where both symmetric 
and asymmetric shedding are possible. In this study ReTR \+?as found to 
equal 931 corresponding to ucy1u/ QD=O. 92. Examination of the near view case, 
Figure 44, and the far· view case, Figure 47, show both form~ of shedding 
exist at two separate recordings for a cylinder subjected to the same ramp 
rate and amplitude of excitation. Asymmetric shedding exists for Re<ReTR 
corresponding to the reduced cylinder speed case of u~/u~=0.61. (Figures 
40 and 46). All other cases examined, ucy1/uQD between 1. 2·2 and 2. 40_, 
produce symmetric shedding of the attached vortex pair. A possible 
explanation for the transition which takes place seems directly related to 
the strength of the forming vortices and how quickly they are projected 
away from the near wake region. For the high speeq cases, Re>ReTR' the 
attached vortices have sufficient rotational inertia and linear velocity 
(toward the cylinder) that when the cylinder stops, the vortices are shed 
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so abruptly that changes in the backflow do not occur swiftly enough to 
affect the shed pair. However, for the slow speed case, u~/u<»=0.61, th~ 
attached pair are traveling with the same low linear velocity as the 
cylinder and are .heavily dependent on both energy influx from cylinder 
motion and the reverse flow behind the cylinder in order to maintain the 
stable symmetric shape. When the cylinder stops, the wake is suddenly 
subjected to the unstable c~ndition experienced during normal shedding. 
Figure 40 illustrates at tR*=l.18 and 1. 35 how the :backflow begins to favor 
the right side of the cylinder resulting in asymmetric ~bedding of the 
attached vortices. The transitional case, Ren, for ins~antaneous Re=929, 
either of the t~o· conditions can exist and ciccurs randomly. 
Once the vortices are shed, coalescence occurs downstream and is 
closely followed by development of the first formed vortex in the recovery 
process. Alternate shedding occurs until the flow returns to the steady-
sta"te condition. Figure 53 portrays the recovery process for each of the 
seven reduced cylinder speeds. One immediate impress·ion of the recovery 
plots is created by the frequency response of the forming vortices early 
in the recove~y process and the erratic length swings. One conclusion is 
immediate ·by comp~~ing Figure 53 with Fig·ure~ 24 and 38 for the cross-
flow cases, recovery time for the. f reestream c~ses .j.s longer. Other 
conclusions can be drawn from Figure 53, hpwever it is convenient to draw 
these conclusions while characterizing.- the recovery process in a step~by-
step manner for all th~ cases studied. 
The plots in Figure SJ wete derived from the far view photographs 
shown in Figures 46 thru 52. Each time coordinate preceded with an "R#" 
designation (recovery point#) corresponds to a data point on the reduced 
recovery length plots. Analysis of the reduced recovery length plots 
~eveals i;hree forms of recovery: l) damped oscillatory (~cyi/um=0.61), 2) 
peaked length recovery ( 0. 92 ~ ucyl'/u<» < 2 .14), and 3_) the last case, 
ucy1/um=2. 40 with the length of the forming vortices increasing in an 
o~cilla~ory manner then finally dropping to a steady-state length. 
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Although the shape of the recovery curves varies for the three 
special cases mentioned, the fundamental recovery process does not. Figure 
46, the al.ow speed case, ucyi/ua.=0.61, which undergoes asymmetric shedding 
will be used to illustrate the basic r.ecovery process. STEP 1: Early 
Vortex interaction prior to coalescence is shown at times 1.18 to 1.55. 
STEP 2: Coalescence of the .shed vortices occurs with mutual .annihilation 
as each vortex absorbs vorticity of oppo$ite sign (shown at times 1.78 to 
2.50). STEP 3: Recovery of the N~ar Wake, shown from time 2.22 to 2.73 as 
the inclined attached shear layers become parallel to the free-stream 
direction. STEP 4 .: Remnants of the coalescing proc;:ess are convected 
downstream, ti.mes 2. 73 to 3. 77. And finally STEP 5: Recovery of the Wake 
to the steady-state conditions, times designated from Rl to R"N", where N 
is the number of vortices shed in order to reach ·f~na1 recovery. Common 
to··all of the cases studied, except, u~/ua.=2.40, the recovery plots reach 
a peak amplitude o.n the third or fourth vortex shed. It is hypot_hesized 
that toe increas~ in the formation length occurs due to re4uction in. 
replenishing fluid to the cylinder caused by the coalescing process and 
the remnants of that proce.ss as they are convected downstream. In Figure 
46j R4 occurs as the last of the remnants of the coalesced pair are moving 
out of view. The same condition occurs for R4 in Figure 47, R3 in Figure 
48, R3 in ;Figure 49, and so forth. The- only exception to this process 
seems to exist for the high speed case, ucyifua.=2.40, shown in Figure 52. 
For this case, the coalescing process becomes increasingly complex as the 
secondary eddies formed on the shed vortices ~oalesce separately from the 
primary eddies as seen at the reduced :time of 4.48. Coalescence in the 
two previous cases, Figure 51 at time 3.29 and Figure 50 at time 3.33 did 
not exhibit this unique behavior. E·xamination of the Near View 
photographs illustrate how the shape and size of the secondary eddies 
become increasingly smaller and more concentric as the higher speed cases 
are approached. By stepping thru the time ~equence photographs as 
follows·: Fig~re 41 (time i.67), Figure 42 (time 1.73), Figure 43 (time 
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1.82), Figure 44 (time 2.13), and Figure 45 (time 1.96), changes in the 
secondary eddies are quite· apparent. Apparently the secondary eddies. gain 
in strength until the'y are no longer engulfed in coalescence of the 
primary vortex pair and merge independently resulting in modification of 
the recovery process. 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The first two parts of this study examined the wake dynamics for a 
cylinde~ subjected to half-cycle and full-cycle ramp excitation in the 
cross-flow direction~ The principal focus was on both early wake 
development and the subs.equent wake recovery after cylinder motion has 
ceased. The third part addresses the same conditions for a cylinder 
undergoing half-cycl~ ramp excitation in the freestream direction. 
In Part~' half-cycle ramp excitation: in the cross-flow direction 
reve~led the unsteady evolution of the near wake region with succe-sively 
higher ramp rat~s. Three separate flow.regimes were classified for seven 
cylinder speeds evaluated and are described as: 1) quasi-steady, 2) 
development of incipient vortex. ~air, and 3) development of an attached 
vortex pair. ·The attached vortex pairs· exhibited three pronounced 
features: immediate dominance by the leading vortex and as cylinder r:amp 
rates increased, a reduction in the. formation length along with increased 
circulation in the forming vortices. It is suggested that these 
phenomenon are due to distributiqn of the replenishing fluid favoring ~he 
leading vortex and greater rel~tive speed of irrotational fluid moving 
past the free shear layer of the leading vortex relative to that of the 
trailing vortex. 
Wake recovery for the simple ramp case revealed two unique forms of 
recovery. The wake reg ion for the slow speed case, ucy1/ uoa =O. 41, underwent 
stretching· initially, and gradually relaxed back to the steady-1;:1tate 
lengths encountered for t<t0 , where t 0 is the time that cylinder: motion 
starts. All the other cases, each at successively higher ramp speeds, 
initially saw contraction· in the length of the formation region with an 
incremental lengthening until a stea~y-state length was achi~ved. All the 
cases examined exhibited periodic damped oscillatory behavior i,.n the 
measured length of each successive vor·tex formed during the wake rec;:overy 
process. Increased bark£ low created by cylinder ramping and initial 
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directionality of the reverse flow causing domination of the leading 
vortex created the unstable condition which leads to surges and relaxation 
of the backflow during the recovery process. One final observation for 
the recovery process is that the time of recove~y increases incrementally 
with each consecutive increase in ramp speed. Increased. backflow, greate·r 
interaction between the forming vortices, and longer attachment times 
before the attached vortex pair are shed ~xplains the time increases which 
occur. 
Part two of this study investigated wake. dynamics for a cylinder 
moving. in the cross-flow direction subjected to full-cycle ramp 
excitation. Full-cycle ramp motion consists of two legs of motion: motion 
away from a home position and return to the home position. The ·first leg 
of ramp motion is equivalent to the· simple ramp case investigated in Part 
1. Analysis in this s~ction will focus on the return leg of motion and 
recovery of the wake after cylinder ~otion has terminated. 
Examination of ea:rly wake development revealed three unique 
categories of flow development. First, the slow speed case, u~1/u~0.41, 
appeared quasi-steady· with norma;J.. shedding occuring. The second category, 
intermediate speeds of u~ifu~=0.61, 0.81, and 1.00, wa~ characterized by 
shedding of the attached vortex pair (generated during the first leg of 
cylinder motion) when the cylinder changes direction and further 
development of a trailing vortex on the return leg of mot.ion. The third 
category, for the high cylinder speeds of u~/u~= 1.21, 1.41, and 1.63 is 
similar to wake development for the intermediate speeds with one 
exception: only the right vortex is shed when the cylinder changes 
direction. The left vortex. remains attached on the backstroke. 
Recovery for the repeating ramp case reveals some flow features 
which are also common to the simple ramp case ~nd could be considered 
universal for the cross-flow cases in general and are described as 
follows: l) development of ·the first vortex of recovery always appears on 
the side of the cylinder facing the path of cylinder motion prior- to the 
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cylinder stopping, 2) damped oscillatory behavior in the forming length 
recovery curyes, and 3) initial contraction of the vortex r~covery length 
with the length g;adu-ally increasing until a steady-state length is 
achieved. Al though the two studies do share s.ome common features there 
are marked differences.. A comparison of figures 24 and 38 reveals that 
the near wake remains unstable for a loriger period of time for full-cycle 
ramp exc_itation of the cylinder. Also, although damped oscillatory 
behavior is evident for the repeating ramp case, it is l.ess pronounced 
than the curves for the half-cycle ramp case. 
One modification of the flow not seen for the simple ramp case is 
"mode competition" during the recovery process. At the intermediate speed 
cases, u~/u~=0.61, 0.81, and 1.00, competition exi~ts between the 
symmetric mode and th_e asymmetric mode with the development of twin 
_attached vortices,~ condition which eventually becomes unstable with the 
wake returning to normal shedding. Development of the symmet_ric 
recirculation zone appears to be related to a ~udden reduction in reverse 
flow to the near wake region creating conditions conducive to the stable 
zone of recirculation. 
The last segment of this study, part three, addresses wake dynamics 
for a cylinder undergoing simple ramp motion in the freestream direction. 
This study diverges from work done in previous studies with the cylinder 
subjected to fluid moving with a freestream velocity of u0 prior to 
cylinder ramp motion versus still fluid for other studies. Seven ramp 
rates were i_nvestigated corresponding to instantaneous Reynolds numbers 
between 778 and 1665. As in the previous 2 parts, analysis is centered 
around early wake development and recovery of the wake. 
Early wake development in the freestream direction is characterized 
by development of a twin attached vortex pair. Analysis of 9eometric 
features of the flow reveals a _gradual lengthening of the zone of 
recirculation with final establishment of a steady-state length. 
Comparison of time sequence photographs for successively higher ramp rates 
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indicates a decrease in the formation length occurs. It is concluded that 
the reduction in the formation length is due to inc;:reased consumption of 
replenishing fluid by the forming vortex pair with less reple·nish.ing fluid 
available to the entrainment region. At instantaneous Reynolds numbers of 
1365 and 1513, secondary eddies appeared along with the attached vortex 
pair. Bouard and Countanceau (1980) experimentally determined that these 
eddies should appear for a cylinder moving irt still fluid at Re> 500. It 
was concluded that the freestream velocity, u0 , has a stabilizing effect 
on the wake preventing the secondary zone of separation along the cylinder 
wall until higher Reynolds numbers are ~chieved. 
Wake recovery for a cylinder undergoing ramp excitation in the 
freestream direction is unique in exhibiting features completely different 
from the previous cases s.tudies. Wake recovery was found to depend mostly 
on linear ·velocity of the shed vor:tices and their rotational inertia when 
the cylinder stops. Three different forms of shedding were observed: 
symmetric, asymmetric, and the transitional case, ReTit, where either form 
of shedding can occur. Symmetric shedding occurs for higher Reynolds 
numbers where the trailing vortex pair have high circulation rates and 
linear velocity towar~ the cylinder and ate little influenced by changes 
in the backflow when ~ylinder motion ceases. 
Plots of the reduced formation length versµs reduced recovery time 
for each successive vortex formed in recovery reveals peak lengths be.ing 
achieved on the third or fourth vortex followed by reduction to~ steady-
state length. This form of recovery seems directly .related to alteration 
0£ the reverse flow caused by coalescence of the shed vortices and when 
remnants of the coalescence process exit the near wake region. A 
modification in the coalescing process appears for the highest speed case, 
instantan~ous Re=1665 with ~ecohdary eddiea which roll-of( the primary 
shed vortices, coalescing separately from the primary vortex resulting in 
suppression of the peak length of recovery until the ninth alternate 
vortex 'is formed. 
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9. NOMENCLATURE 
~ 
D 
e 
f * 
0 
f 
F 
J 
R 
Re 
St 
T 
T,t,T 
tR* 
Trc1 
t* 
.o 
u 
u 
Q 
a 
p 
u 
amplitude of excitation 
diameter of cylinder 
friction factor (traversing table) 
natural shedding frequency 
limit cycle velocity 
force 
inertia 
radius 
Reynolds number (u 09D/u) 
Strouhal number (fD/u) 
torque 
time 
relative time for half-cycle ramp, (tactua.1/tcyc1c) 
relative time for full-cy~le ramp, (Taaua1-Tcyc12)/Tcyc12 
natural shedding period 
velocity 
freestream velocity 
velocity of cylinder 
linear velocity 
angular velocity 
density of leadscrew 
acceleration 
density 
kinematic viscosity 
coefficient of friction 
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Figure 47: Far. view of single ramp in freestream direction, ~/D=l.S, 
u~/u~=0.92, instantaneous Re=929 
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Figure 48: Far view of single ramp in freestream direction, ~/D=1. 5, 
u~/u~=l.22, instantaneous Re=1075 
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Figure 49: Far view of single ramp in freestream direction, Ac/D=l. 5, 
u~/u~=l~Sl, instantaneous Re=l217 
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Figure 50: Far view of single ramp in freestream direction, ~/D=l. 5, 
u~/u~=l.82, instantaneous Re=1365 
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Fig:ure 51: Far view of single ramp in freestrearn direction, Ac/D.=l. 5, 
ucyJuOD=2.13, instantaneous Re=l513 
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Figure 52: Far view of single ramp in freestream direction, Ac/D=l.5, 
u~/u~=2.44, instantaneous Re=l665 
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Figure 53: Reduced recovery length vs. reduced cycle time of cylinder 
undergoing half-cycle ramp excitation in the freestream 
direction, ~/D=l. 5 
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